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A LAMB IN WOLF'S CLOTHING KISSES SWEETER



Isabel Agajanian (they/she) is a fiction writer and illustrator working out of Tampa, FL. 

They spend a gratuitous percentage of the writing process in conversation with their 

cat, Mosse.

Find Modern Divination on Good Reads:

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/62107762

KEEP UP WITH ISABEL ON IG: @SMALL_GOBLINS

Modern Divination is a culmination of 

things I love to read about in books: 

magic, romance, tea, and the hopeful, 

human trait of seeking wonder in the 

mundane. The fantasy genre allows 

me to examine what it means for 

two people on the fringe of different 

identities to exist in both spaces at 

once and connect with one another 

through a lens of distortion. On the 

surface, my books are about some 

stubborn collegiate witches who make 

the startling realization that they ought 

to kiss each other; but mostly, they’re 

about the blurred line between two 

different worlds and the people who 

feel like they don’t truly belong to 

either.

Modern Divination is slated for a 

January 2023 release date. It is the 

first in a series, with Book Two drafting 

in progress.



ORLANDO GIRLS ROCK CAMP
 Orlando Girls Rock Camp is a place filled to the brim with "Yes You Can" attitude. Originally Rock ‘n’ Roll Camp for Girls 

Central Florida, Founding members Mary and Ginny were volunteers with the original organization for three summers. After going 

on Hiatus for four years, Orlando Girls Rock Camp came to life. Sourcing volunteers from fellow female musicians and artists, this 

team of crucial empowerment and knowledge came together. Orlando Girls Rock Camp is here to help girls, non-binary youth, 

and women build self-esteem through music creation and performance, provide music and art based workshops, and create 

leadership opportunities for teens and women by cultivating a supportive community of peers and mentors that encourage social 

change and the development of life skills. The weeklong camp not only helped campers start their own band, write original songs, 

and perform at the end of the week in a showcase hosted by Will's Pub, but also incorporated art workshops, jewelry making, and 

beyond.

 What's next for Orlando Girls Rock Camp? A 2023 ladies Rock Camp early next year! This will be the third ladies Rock 

Camp. They hope to eventually grow into a full time after school program with a space where kids can play music and have a safe 

space to hang out after school. We would love to offer our program year-round.

 During our visit graciously offered by the leaders of the camp, we truly were overwhelmed 

at how loving and giving this group is. There's something special going on here that so many 

more need to know about. And you can be a part of it! You don’t need to be a musician to help. 

Orlando Girls Rock Camp needs assistance with art, Zine making, Screen Printing, feeding 

people, cleaning up, and tons more. Do you know how to write grants? Come help us! Do you like 

promoting events? Are you looking for a rad group of people to hang out with? Come hang out 

with us! Visit orlandogirlsrock.org for more information on how to volunteer. 

 Orlando Girls Rock Camp is made possible by board members Mary B., "Machine Gun" 

Kristin, Emily L., Emily F. along with volunteers Gina, Jordan, Amy, Kate, Zandi, Amanda, Sabra, 

Annie, Trysten, Kiana, Risa, Jo, Kira, and many more.

FOLLOW ORLANDO GIRLS ROCK CAMP AT ORLANDOGIRLSROCK.ORG, AND ON IG @ORLANDOGIRLSROCKCAMP





The latest department of Doe is here. 

Allow us to introduce you to the first 

collection of Quiet League Atelier by 

Doe. Wearable reimaginings focused on 

accessible luxury through exclusivity,

 stewarding resources through using 

existing pieces from a past life, 

and creating beauty for everyone 

through eliminating gender and 

arbitrary sizing.

This debut collection is deeply rooted in 

romanticizing our growing up in the in-between space 

within classes in America. Instead of keeping up with 

the joneses, whoever they are, sweetening the the tv 

dinners and clearance racks.

Creamed corn with a silver spoon. For a brief moment 

being reminded that the American dream will always be 

just beyond our horizon, if they get their way. But 

they won't. Welcome to Quiet League! 

Available for now at doecreative.co

All Quiet League pieces are genderless,     

organized by measurements, one of one

 exclusive pieces, and created using  

 existing items and materials wherever  

 possible.



Sarah Judsen is a writer and artist living in Winter Park, FL. These pieces portray the 

magic escapism of portals that form in the natural world, visions of the emotional, 

ever-transforming nature of color and shape occuring in the everyday small moments. 

FOLLOW SARAH JUDSEN ON IG: @LIZARDEGO
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Ready to Check-in?
Your dream getaway awaits at The Ladylike Motel.

The 2023 calendar is here.
Order at doecreative.co
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The Daily Doe is made possible by our Patreon supporters, creative partners, and viewers like you. Thank you to you all:
J Johnston | Yoshee | Sandy Rubin | Livie Baker | Milton John Velazquez | Dorsa Vaziri | Dominic Potter
Jacob Bailes | Whippoorwill Beer House | Easy Luck Coffee | Drift Piercing Studios | The Social | Beacham Orlando 
Pinkie Orlando | Qreate Coffee + Studio |Wow Rolling | Deli Desires | Jen White | Sandy Rubin Jewelry 
Kitty Kat Coven | David Lawrence

scan here !

www.doecreative.co
@doecreativeco
www.patreon.com/doecreativeco
www.anchor.fm/doecreativeco

Welcome to the color world 
of Quiet League Atelier!. 
We want to see what you're 
wearing. Tag us in your 
palette inspired looks or 
Quiet League looks 
@doecreativeco

THE FAWNDER'S COLOR PALETTE FALL 22


